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ABSTRACT 

 

Windi Tri Lestari . 1802050061. “An Analysis of Joe Biden Speech’s Style on 

Ukraine Crisis From Warsaw Poland ”.  

Skripsi. English Education Program of Faculty of Teacher’s Training and 

Education, University of Muhammadiyah Sumatera Utara. 2022 

 

 

This study dealt with speech style used by Joe Biden as President of United 

state. The objective of the study was 1) to investigate the types of speech style, 

and 2) to determine the most dominant of speech style used by Joe Biden. This 

study was conducted by using descriptive qualitative research. The sources of data 

were Joe Biden speech in Warsaw Poland. Instrument in this study was video 

recording. The data were analyzed by using documentary technique. The result 

show that into 6 (11%) for frozen style , 25 (45,4%) for formal style, 14 (25,4%) 

for Consultative style, 10 (18,20%) for casual style . It can be concluded that 

formal style was dominantly used by Joe Bidenon Ukraine Crisis from Warsaw 

Poland. Joe Biden used variation of speech style based the place, situation and 

listener. Joe Biden used variation speech to maintain relationship among them 

and to make no gap   with listener. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Language is one of the most important things in human being, 

because it plays a great role in human life for making interaction. By using 

language someone could make statements, convey facts and knowledge, 

explain or report something, and keep social relations among the language 

users. These indicate that by means of language, people can express their 

ideas, feeling, information, and messages through communication. 

Language is not only used as tool of communication in human life, 

but also especially for linguistic that is learnt and arranged deeply by them 

to make easier how to teach and explain the sentence in discourse (written 

and spoken discourse) by analyzing text. (Brown G & George, 1938). 

Language is one of the ways used to communicate each other. All 

people use their own style to communicate. Speech styles should have a 

relation each other. There are five types of speech styles, among others 

are: informal or casual style, formal style, intimate style, frozen style, and 

consultative style (Joos, 1978) which an informal or casual style that 

always used in group community as the daily style when talking each 

other, formal style used in formal situation, when someone talks they will 

use a formal language such as a good grammar and  vocabulary, intimate 

style used in daily conversation such as their close friend or close family 

and have an intimate each other. Stylistics is the field of study or the close 



 

 

 

friend or close family and have an intimate each other. Stylistics is the 

field of study or the style of language used by someone or an author in 

expressing thoughts, ideas, frozen style used in freeze time which means 

someone who adopts this type will have the average and does not change 

over time, it usual has the flat speech and it still has the rule of formal 

language and consultative style which is usually used in consultancy 

situation. Without unconscious, we always use all of these speech styles or 

one of those speech style types when we are talking in oral communication 

(Rahman,2019). 

There are several functions of communication, among others are: to 

control or regulate, to socialize, to give or get information, to motivate and 

to express emotions. One expresses ideas, thoughts, and feelings to others 

using a wide variety of speech styles. The styles used differently between 

men and women to show their identity (Sakti, 2020). 

Based on observation the researcher would like to take the research 

about. the topic is still very hotly discussed by all countries including the 

United States where Mr. Joe Biden made a speech defending Ukraine in 

his speech in Warsaw Poland, because this is a new issue so many people 

do not know what kind of speech style Mr. Joe Biden conveyed on his 

speech on the Ukrain crisis from warsaw Poland, the researcher can find 

out what style of language Mr. Joe Bidenused in his speech. The president 

of the United States Mr. Joe Biden, held a speech discussing the war that 

took place between Russia and Ukraine, where in his speech some 



 

 

 

information was not delivered correctly an example , “ Putin is a butcher 

who can‟t stay in power in Rusia” and faith sees best in the dark they were 

dark moments” Therefore, the researcher must know how the most speech 

style is used by Mr. Joe Biden so that there is no mistake in the meaning in 

the use of speaking style. The presence of the president of the United 

States Mr. Joe Biden in defending. Ukraine is controversial issues at 

the beginning of 2022. It is a reason the researcher is very interested in 

researching the style of language that Mr. Joe Bien used in his speech on 

March 28, 2022, at the Royal Castle in Warsaw Poland , in ABC Youtube 

Cahannel. 

In this research, the researcher tried to identify kinds of speech styles 

used in speech Joe Biden‟s on The Ukraine Crisis from Warsaw Poland 

anf to find out the kinds of speech styles which are frequently used, the 

researcher use descriptive qualitative method to identify the speech script 

of The Joe Biden‟s Speech on The Ukraina Crisis From Warsaw Poland. 

In this present study, the researcher employed a variety of methods in data 

collection and data analysis. The researcher watch the video while writing 

down the subtitle as the script of the speech to find out the kind of speech  

styles in Joe Bidens‟s Speech Style On The Ukrain Crisist From Warsaw 

Poland and kind of speech styles mostly appeared by the Mr. Joe Biden‟s 

Speech. 

 

B. Identification of the Problem 

In relationship to the background of the study, the researcher identified 



 

 

 

the problems as follows: 

1. Many people do not know what kind of speech style Mr. Joe 

Biden conveyed on his speech on the Ukraine crisis from warsaw 

Poland. 

2. Some information was not delivered correctly in Mr. Joe Biden 

in  his speech on the Ukraine crisis from Warsaw Poland.  

 

C. Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this research is sociolinguistics. This research focused 

on speech style, especially analyzing Joe Biden‟s speech on The Ukraine 

Crisis from Warsaw Poland. In this study, the researcher analyzed the 

Precident of United States ,Mr. Joe Biden on Warsaw Poland . 

 

 

D. Formulation of the Problem 

As we know that Mr. Joe Biden is the current president of the United 

States. Mr. Joe Biden who has a long experience in politics makes him 

very firm and courageous in speaking in every speech he delivers. Firmnes 

and courage Mr. Joe Biden in his speech which was broadcast on the 

Warsaw Poland YouTube channel, so research was interested to learn. 

Therefore, research questions: 

1. What kind of speech styles in Joe Bidens‟s Speech On The Ukrain 

Crisist From Warsaw Poland ? 

2. What was dominantly speech style used by Joe Biden‟s speech? 



 

 

 

E. The Objectives of Study 

Based on the problem statement above, this research has the 

objective          analysis are : 

1. To describe what kind of speech style used in Joe Biden”s speech on 

the Ukrain Crisis From Warsaw Poland by ABC Youtube Channel. 

2. To determine the most dominant type of speech style by the Mr. Joe 

Biden in his Speech. 

 

F. Significance of the Study 

1. Theoretically 

Theoretically the results of this study were expected to 

contribute to the development of analysis studies especially on analysis 

speech style. 

2.   Practically 

Practically, the results of this study were expected to be useful, 

could apply in several study majors especially for people who want to 

improve their speaking skills, to make someone interesting for their 

speeches using speech style. 

 a. For Students 

 

The benefits of theoretical research were useful for the 

development of branches of science relevant to the problem that 

were developed as speech style. The application of speech style in 

speaking skills supports the knowledge and technical preparation to 

speak well in public. Knowledge of things that need to be discussed 



 

 

 

before public speaking could be learned by students in teaching 

materials that form an interesting interactive. This research was also 

useful as input and variations in learning to speak in schools. 

Based on the problem statement above, this research has the 

objective analysis is what kind of speech style and What kind of 

speech styles mostly appeared by the Mr. Joe Biden‟s in his Speech. 

Learning in the form of lectures was a variety of skills that need to 

be drilled. Research was also expected to beuseful as one form of 

teaching and learning tools. 

 b. For Other Researchers 

 

Researchers could learn the science of speech style such as 

frozen style, formal style, consultative style, casual style, and 

intimate style. 

This research could help students practice speaking skills. 

Utilization of the results of this study was expected to be able to 

practice speaking skills, especially in the delivery of speech in the 

form of public seminars based on the organization of speech material 

structures, methods of delivering speech messages, strategies for 

preparing speech messages, and the style of speech by Mr. Joe 

Biden.
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Theoritical Framwork 

 

1. Speech Style 

 

1 . 1 .  Definition of Speech Style 

 

Speech is a greeting with a good arrangement to convey to the 

crowd. Examples of speeches such as state speeches, welcome 

speeches of the day, 15 speeches of encouragement, speech events or 

events, and so forth. A good speech can give a positive impression to 

the people who heard the speech. Good speech or public speaking 

skills can help to achieve a good career path. 

Speech is the term is used in linguistics in its everyday sense, 

providing the subject with its primary data (Crystal, 1987). Thomas 

and Wareing (1999, 146) in Sukriana said that all of the people use 

their own ways to communicate with others. Usually they put 

themselves in a current situation with a certain style. They do not 

always talk in the same time and the same situation or even use the 

same grammatical forms . Speech style is the style used by someone to 

communicate each other in oral communication, but several people 

have analyzed the speech style used by someone in literary works or 

others whether it is oral (spoken) or written form. They will analyze 

and identify the kind of speech styles that used in literary works or 

others and some people are able to analyze them by using the subtitle 



 

 

 

or transcript. 

 

1.2. Types of Speech Style 

There are five types of speech styles, among others are: informal 

or casual style, formal style, intimate style, frozen style, and 

consultative style (Joos, 1978) which an informal or casual style that 

always used in group community as the daily style when talking 

each other, formal style used in formal situation, when someone 

talks they will use a formal language such as a good grammar and 

vocabulary, intimate style used in daily conversation such as their 

close friend or close family and have an intimate each other. Stylistics 

is the field of study or the style of language used by someone or an 

author in expressing thoughts, ideas, frozen style used in freeze time 

which means someone who adopts this type will have the average and 

does not change over time, it usual has the flat speech and it still has 

the rule of formal language and consultative style which is usually 

used in consultancy situation. 

According to Martin Joos (1972) in his book “The Five Clocks”. 

He classified both spoken and written style into five levels. They are 

such as follow: 

a) Frozen 

It is the most formal style that usually used in respectful 

situation or formal ceremony. It was also called oratorical style 

which characterized by the very careful, has fixed form, and has 



 

 

 

symbolic or historical nature. 

Example : of it; “Yes Your Honor”, “Yes my Lord”, “I object...”, 

and so on 

b) Formal 

Generally, it is used in the formal events, talks about the 

serious problem such as in the formal speeches and official meeting. 

The characteristics of formal language were its careful and standard 

speech, low tempo speech, technical vocabulary, complex and 

divergence grammatical structure, use of full name address, 

avoidance of main word repetition and its use of synonyms. 

Example,” may I help you Mr. John?” 

c) Consultative 

It is used in some group discussion, regular conversation at 

school, companies, trade speech conversation, etc. it was the most 

operational among the other styles. One of the characteristics of 

consultative language is its tendency  of average speed, which is 

higher than formal style. The sentence tend to be shorter (resemble 

or indeed, phrase) and less well planned (tend to spontaneous). 

Since it is spontaneous, people tend to repeat some unnecessary 

words, choose the wrong word choice or use many slang or jargon. 

Example: by giving like ”oh”, “uh- uh”, “ I see”, “Yes.” 

d) Casual 

It is often used in the conversation between friends or family. 



 

 

 

It is usually applied in daily conversation, in relaxed time such as 

when they picnic or sport, etc. It also uses colloquial words 

(informal words, and usually apply in daily conversation). In this 

style people often use slang language where the sentences tend to be 

shortened and the disappearing word. 

Example: “Thanks”, “Believe I can do it.” 

e) Intimate 

It is a style among intimate members of a family or friends 

that do not need a complete language with clear articulation. It is 

enough to use short utterances. Another characteristic of this style is 

grammar unnecessarily used here, because it can bring disorder to 

this intimate style. 

From Labov and Joos' s speech style types above, we can 

draw the conclusion that the style of language can be influenced by 

the audience who is listening while we are speaking which in this 

case we do the language style adjustment that we must use 

according to the context. 

 

1.3. Functions of Speech Style 

That the style markers of a particular social group or districtmay be 

deliberately used for other purpose. It means, the used of  speech 

style will determine our communication what and where we are 

communicate each other That words, grammar, and pronunciation that is 

chosen both unconsciously and consciously give a great deal of 



 

 

 

information. For example, one of them is using to get the messages, 

because in our society, there are many people who have different kinds 

of characteristics.Using the style of language is expected without 

distributing other people either partially or personally As Chaika (1928: 

31) in Sukriana (2015). 

Trudgill (1974: 14) in Sukriana stated that: “The two aspects of 

language behaviors are very important from a social point of view: First, 

the function of language in establishing social relationships: and second, 

the role-played by language in conveying information about the speaker.” 

This statement, it is clear that both this aspects of linguistics behavior are 

reflections of the fact that there is a relationship between language and 

society. Wherever we are, we will know the condition of a society and 

community groups and the language that used in that community. 

Trudgill (1974: 24) in Sukriana (2015) : 

“stated that pronunciation and their attitudes toward it becomes 

the favorable concern of speakers. It means that the language styles can 

be a very important factor in group identification, group solidarity and 

the signaling of differences, and when a group is under attack from 

outside, signals and difference may become more important”. 

 

 

1.4. Speech Communities 

Sociolinguistics is the study of language use within or among 

groups of speakers. What are groups? „Group‟ is a difficult concept to 



 

 

 

define but one we must try to grasp. For our purposes, a group must have 

at least two members but there is really no upper limit to group 

membership. People can group together for one or more reasons: social, 

religious, political, cultural,  familial, vocational, avocational, etc. The 

group may be temporary or quasi-permanent and the purposes of its 

members may change. A group is also more than its members for they 

may come and go. They may also belong to other groups and may or may 

not meet face-to-face. The organization of the group may be tight or loose 

and the importance of group membership is likely to vary among 

individuals within the group, being extemely important to some and of 

little consequence to others. An individual‟s feelings of identity are 

closely related to that person‟s feelings about groups in which he or she is 

a member, feels strong commitment, and finds some kind of success. 

Lyons' opinion as Wardhaugh (2002) speech community is all 

people who use a particular language. However, it really shifts the issue 

to make the definition of a language also the definition of speech 

community. Whereas the traditional study of regional dialects tended to 

concentrate on the speech of people in rural areas, the study of social 

dialects had been mainly concerned with speakers in towns and cities. In 

the social study of dialect, it was social class that mainly used to define 

groups of speakers as having something in common. The two main 

groups were generally identified as “middle class,” those who have more 

years of education and perform non-manual work, and “working class,” 



 

 

 

those who have fewer years of education and perform manual work of 

some kind. So, when we refer to “working-class speech,” we are talking 

about a social dialect. The terms “upper” and “lower” are used to further 

subdivide the groups, mainly on an economic basis, making “upper-

middle-class speech” another type of social dialect or sociolect. 

As in all dialect studies, only certain features of language use were 

treated as relevant in the analysis of social dialects. These features are 

pronunciations, words or structures that are regularly used in one form by 

working-class speakers and in another form by middle-class speakers. In 

Edinburgh, Scotland, for example, the word home is regularly 

pronounced as [he m], as if rhyming with name, among lower-working-

class speakers, and as [hom], as if rhyming with foam, among middle-

class speakers. It‟s a small difference in pronunciation, but it‟s an 

indicator of social status. A more familiar example might be the verb 

ain‟t, as in I ain‟t finished yet, which is generally used more often in 

working-class speech than in middle-class speech. 

 

2. Biografi of Joe Biden 

Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. or familiarly called Joe Biden, is an elected 

Vice President of the United States. He is also a politician as well as a 

lawyer. He is a member of the Democratic Party and a senatorial member 

from Delaware. He is currently entering his sixth year in office as a senator. 

He ran in the 1988 and 2008 Presidential Elections. However, he resigned. 

On August 22, 2008, Barack Obama announced that Biden was appointed as 



 

 

 

the running mate of his future vice presidential candidate in the 2008 

Presidential Election. 

Joe Biden was the first of four children. He was educated at the 

University of Delaware and Syracuse Law School. Then, when he was 29 

years old, he was elected to the United States senate. He was the youngest 

person in the senate. A week after the election, the tragedy of an accident 

befell his family. His wife, Neilia Hunter and daughter, Naomi had to stretch 

their lives because of this event. While his two sons suffered considerable 

injuries. Biden was sworn in as a member of the American senate at the 

bedside of his children. He started his activities by leaving for Washington 

by train. This habit he did during his tenure as a member of the Senate. In 

1977, he married Jill Jacobs. Jill is a teacher at a Washington DC-area 

college. Jill and Biden have a child that is Ashley. 

During his 36 years as a Senator from Delaware, he proved that he is 

indeed an important figure both domestically and internationally. As 

Chairman or Ranked Member of the Senate Judiciary Committee for 17 

years, then-Senator 

 Biden has widely recognized his prowess on criminal justice issues 

including in the case of the landmark 1994 Crime Bill and violence against 

women. As Chairman or Senate Ranking Member of the Foreign Relations 

Committee since 1997, then-Senator Biden played an important role in 

shaping U.S. foreign policy. He has been at the forefront of issues and 

regulations related to terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, post-Cold War 



 

 

 

Europe, the Middle East and Southwest Asia. 

Now, as the 47th Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden has 

continued his leadership on important issues facing the nation. The Vice 

President is tasked with implementing the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act, to help rebuild the American economy and lay the 

foundation for a sustainable economic future. As part of an ongoing effort to 

improve the living standards of middle-class Americans across the country, 

Biden also focused on the issue of college affordability and the growth of 

American manufacturing, which is a top priority of the Government. 

Biden also gave President Obama a lot of input on international issues. 

He also assisted in securing senate approval in the New START nuclear arms 

reduction along with Russia. This was done to protect American nuclear 

laboratories. He was also instrumental in ending the war in Iraq. In December 

2011, he flew to Iraq to mark the official end of the war. 

 

 

3.  Ukraine Crisist 

Ukraine is a country on the European continent whose geographical 

location is in Eastern Europe. Ukraine and Russia were originally 

incorporated in one great State that is the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union 

was a major state including a superpower after World War II.Ukraine was a 

splinter state of the Soviet Union, its country is located in the east 

adjacent to Russia where the Russian state is the heir state of the Soviet 

Union. Although Ukraine had gained its independence from the Soviet Union 



 

 

 

on August 24, 1991 Ukraine was still under Russian influence. 

Russia‟s 2022 attack on Ukraine and the intense economic impact on 

Russia due to the fierce financial sanctions unleashed on it, “are not only 

inflicting an economic catastrophe on President Vladimir Putin‟s Russia. The 

repercussions are also menacing the global economy, shaking financial 

markets and making life more perilous for everyone” (Wiseman, 2022). 

Russia and Ukraine are significant players in the export of oil, natural gas, 

coal, wheat, and other commodities in the global market. Mark Zandi, chief 

economist at Moody‟s Analytics reports that both countries produce 70% of 

global neon which is a vital commodity in the production of semiconductors 

leading to panic with the current crisis as nations and automakers especially 

are already witnessing a scarcity in computer chips. Zandi equally observes 

that both countries are responsible for 13% of the global supply of titanium 

which is used in the manufacturing of passenger jets as well as 30% of global 

palladium used in cars, mobile phones, and dental fillings, thus, the impact 

of this crisis on global supply chain (Wiseman, 2022). 

Several studies have been published on the impact of past Ukraine- 

Russia conflicts before the most recent crisis in 2022. Korovkin and Makarin 

(2019) examine the economic impact of the 2014 Russia-Ukraine conflict as 

trade exchange still took place between both nations despite the beginning of 

the conflict. Very little academic research compilation has been made on the 

2022 Russia-Ukraine crisis given that is an ongoing crisis with constantly 

updated information flooding in via several news outlets. Moreso, a lot of 



 

 

 

attention is being given to the impact of the current Russia-Ukraine crisis on 

Russia and Ukraine. Thus, the purpose of this study is to collate the most 

recent information on the current global economic impact of this crisis with a 

focus on the USA, Canada, the Uk, and European economies. 

The Economic Impact of the Russia-Ukraine Crisis on the USA , 

although Russia‟s attack on Ukraine is occurring several thousands of miles 

away from even the nearest American city, its economic impact will be felt 

by millions of USA households since the global economy and financial 

markets are interrelated (Egan, 2022). A reporter from CNN Egan (2022) 

reports the words made by RSM economist Joe Brusuelas who said, "The 

average American household is going to bear the burden of Vladimir Putin's 

invasion of Ukraine."Smialek and Swanson (2022) of the New York Times 

report that a potential consequence of the Russi- Ukrain crisis could be a rise 

in inflation due to an increase in the prices of oil and food worldwide and 

would increase uncertainty in the USA. They suggest that even though unlike 

Europe that imports a significant amount of its food from Russia (the world‟s 

largest wheat exporter), the USA imports very little from Russia but a 

“commodities crunch caused by a conflict could have knock-on effects that at 

least temporarily drive up prices for raw materials and finished goods when 

much of the world, including the United States, is experiencing rapid 

inflation.” In other words, even though the USA imports an insignificant 

amount of oil from Russia compare to Europe, the energy commodity market 

is global, thus, a change in the price of oil in one part of the globe will 



 

 

 

eventually affect the prices of oil everywhere, including the USA. This report 

also reveals that such worldwide unrest could prompt Americans to cut 

consumption and other diverse economic activities leading to an impediment 

to the Federal Reserve‟s plans of increasing interest rates by March 2022. 

4.   Warsaw Poland 

Warsaw, Polish Warszawa, city, capital of Poland. Located in the east- 

central part of the country, Warsaw is also the capital of Mazowieckie 

województwo (province). Warsaw is notable among Europe‟s capital cities 

not for its size, its age, or its beauty but for its indestructibility. It is a phoenix 

that has risen repeatedly from the ashes of war. Having suffered fearful 

damage during the Swedish and Prussian occupation of 1655–56, it was again 

assaulted in 1794, when the Russian army massacred the population of the 

right-bank suburb of Praga. In 1944, after the Warsaw Uprising failed, by 

Adolf Hitler‟s order the city was razed; the left-bank suburbs, controlled by 

the Germans, were emptied   of their remaining population; and the buildings 

were systematically reduced to rubble by fire and dynamite. In 1945, 

however, the people of Warsaw, the Varsovians, returned, and the city 

resumed its role as the capital of Poland and the country‟s centre of social, 

political, economic, scientific, and cultural life. Many of the historical streets, 

buildings, and churches have been restored exactly according to their original 

forms. Since the second half of the 18th century, the emblem of Warsaw 

(originally a siren) has been a mermaid with sword and shield in hand, 

representing the creature who in legend led a prince to the site of Warsaw and 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Poland
https://www.britannica.com/place/Mazowieckie
https://www.britannica.com/place/Europe
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/massacred
https://www.britannica.com/event/Warsaw-Uprising
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Adolf-Hitler
https://www.britannica.com/topic/mermaid
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/legend


 

 

 

ordered him to found the city. The city‟s motto is, appropriately, “Contemnit 

procellas” (“It defies the storms”). Pop. (2011) 1,700,612.  

 

B. Relevant Studies 

 

This research took some relevant studies to support it. The first research 

had been done by Alinda (2017). The research tells about three concepts of 

speech styles used by broadcasters on UMSU M-radio on Demand programs, 

namely: formal style, consultative style, and casual style. The purpose of 

broadcasters using variations in style in broadcasting is to maintain their 

relationship between them in communication. In addition, broadcasters also 

provide information, education, and news based on mission and broadcasting 

vision. Counted (18.91%) for formal style, (37.84%) for consultative style, and 

(43.25%) for casual style. It can be concluded with the dominant casual style 

used by the broadcaster in communication to the listener who likes to keep the 

relationship between them and there is no gap between the broadcaster and the 

listener. 

The second research had been conducted by Citra (2014). In the thesis 

entitled An Analysis of the Language Styles Found in the “King's Speech 

Movie”, the things was focus in this thesis are what styles are occured in every 

interaction or conversation that Bertie (King George VI). The writer found that 

all syles is occured in the Bertie's conversation and type of the dominantly in 

the movie is Consultative style (34%), next followed by casual style (31%), 

formal and intimate style (16%), and frozen style (3%). 16 Both of the 



 

 

 

researches above said the speech style can be identified through situations 

when the speaker speaks, whether official or casual, public or secret, who 

listens to us when talking, whether it be our friends, parents or people we do 

not know. The purpose of using the speech style above both explains that the 

use of speech style should be in accordance with the context in which we live 

and also those who listen to it. Because it is also that has a function as a keeper 

our comfort to the listener when communicating. 

The difference between this research and the previous two studies is that 

the object studied is the president's speech, the similsrity of this study it also 

uses the theory of Martin Jos (1972). In this study, it also focused on formal 

sentences, casual, consultative, and frozen style because it is more official than 

the previous research. The research is also interesting, because the issue in this 

study is to discuss the latest issues in 2022, where in early 2022 there has been 

a war between The Russian and Ukrainian countries. The war also affected 

the world economy. Therefore Mr. Joe Biden in his speech expressed pro 

against Ukaraina 

  

C. Conceptual Framework 

In communication, there are several aspects that influence the used of it 

such as dialect, variation, register of the language, and style. Style is well 

known as variety of language, style refers to ways of speaking, how speakers 

use the resource of language variation to make meaning in social encounters. 

The distinctive manner in which people express themselves in a particular 



 

 

 

situation. When people use English to communicate, they should observe about 

the condition and situation. The consideration of situation and condition of 

language usage make English more complex to learn. 

This context of communicationcreates variation of language. Style plays 

an important role conveying a message. The using of style will influence the 

meaning and certain due to the situation. Most of the community especially the 

youth use of the mass media as a place for communication and information 

exchange. The mass media is the public consumption, which generally place 

the public can see, read, and hear and get the latest information. As with 

youtube as part of other mass media that serve the public to get information. In 

youtube we can find a variety of things from different sources. As well as the 

public figures, it is not rare to be able to see them   from the mass media. Each 

of the characters who were involved in the manufacture or source of video on 

youtube is no doubt has a speech style they bring. one of the public figures 

were taken here is Mr. Joe Biden‟s while giving speech Crisis Ukraine in 

warwaw poland, which is live on ABC News' youtube channel. 



 

 

 

 

 

Chart 2.1 Conceptual Framework 

JOE BIDEN‟S SPEECH STYLE 

ON THE UKRAINE CRISIS 

FROM WARSAW POLAND 

Speech Style 

Five Types of Speech style 

MartinJoos (1972)Theories 

RESULT 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design 

This study was conducted by applying a qualitative research design. 

According to Denzim and Lincoln (2000) describe qualitative research is multi 

method in focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject 

matter. This means that qualitative research study in their natural setting, 

attempting to make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings 

people bring to them. Qualitative research involves the studied use and 

collection of a variety of empirical materials-case study, personal, historical, 

interactional, and visual texts-that describe routine and problematic moment 

and meaning in individuals‟ lives. Qualitative research itself focuses on 

contextualize findings, interpret behavior and intention, quality and understand 

perspectives. 

 

B. Source of Data 

Source of data was taken from speech delivered by Joe Biden during 

speech in Warsaw Poland on March 28
th

, 2022 at Royal Castle in Warsaw 

Poland which discusses the Ukraine Crisis. Quoted from video that had 27 

minutes of duration were taken from ABC News you tube Channel. 

 

C. Technique of Collecting Data 

In this case, the researcher uses the technique of collecting data with the 
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documentation. As said by Sugiono (2014), the document is a record of 

eventsthat have already passed. The document could have shaped the writing, 

pictures, or the monumental works from someone. Documents that shaped 

the writing e.g. diary, life history, story, biography, rules, policy. Documents in 

the form of images, such as photographs, drawings, sketches of life and others. 

documents that shaped the work of for example works of art in the form of 

pictures, sculpture, film, video, and more. 

Documentary technique used to collect data from the sources of non 

human. This resource consists of documents and such video recordings. As 

quoted by Lincoln and Guba (2011), defines "record" as any writings or 

statements prepared for the individual or organization with the goal of proving 

the existence of an event. The tool that used in collecting the data are a pen, a 

book, and a hand phone, this tools used for documenting the activities of Joe 

Biden‟s Speech . 

The procedures of administrating the data as follows: 

1. watching the videos Joe Biden‟s speech from youtube channel. 

2. reading the scripts carefully. 

3. writing the scripts that the writer heard from the youtube channel. 

4. Identifying the scripts. 

5. classifying the data based on Speech Style analysis. 

6. analyzing the type of speech style in Joe Biden‟s speech. 

7. Tabling the script of speech style in Joe Bide‟s speech.  
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D. Technique of Data Analysis 

The data analysis of this research based on Miles and Huberman (2014), 

there were three steps of data analysis namely data reduction, data display, and 

drawing or verification conclusion. 

a. Data Reduction 

 Reduction of data referred to the process of voters, focus, 

simplification, abstraction, and the transformation of raw data occurring in 

field notes written. Data obtained from the field amount to quite a lot, it then 

needs to be carefully recorded and detailed. The longer the researchers 

analyze, then the amount of data going to the more complex, and intricate. 

For it needs to be soon conducted data analysis through data reduction. 

Reduction of data means a form of analysis that sharpen, summarize, 

choosing things, focus on the things that are important, look for themes and 

pattern later.  

In data reduction, the first step of it was data selection. The data were 

obtained from all utterances that uttered by Joe Biden Speech in Warsaw 

Poland . Then the researcher tried to select the utterance unnisted speech 

style. After that, researcher focused on speech style which contained speech 

style from the data that have been selected in order to make sure that it 

was really suitable as the data. In this process, the bold-typed was used as 

the sign of utterances related to the strategies. Next, simplify the types of 

speech style and the dominantly of speech style of Joe Biden Speech in 

Warsaw Poland were given some codes in order to make them easier to be 
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classifiedin each category. The researcher placed them into table that 

presented in data analysis with each category by categorizing the utterances 

into type of speech style and dominantly of speech style. Then the researcher 

made the data analysis describing in tabulation. The step became the 

information or unification of important ideas from the researcher in 

answering two research problem that are the types of speech style and the 

dominantly of speech style that used. The last step of it was maked in tables. 

 

b. Display Data 

The second major step of data analysis is activities of data display. We 

can interpret "display" as a collection of information arranged that allows 

describing the conclusions and taking action. The purpose of our work, we 

became convinced that a better display is a main entrance to the valid 

qualitative analysis. The display includes various types of matrix, graph, 

chart,and work network. All were designed to assemble the information 

arrayed in an who can be accessed directly, so researchers can see what is 

happening and can properly describe the conclusions justified or moves to 

the next stage of the analysis display might suggest that beneficial, take 

notes carefully, as with the reduction of data, creating and using the display 

was not something separate from the analysis, it is part of the analysis. 

Designing the columns and rows of a matrix for qualitative data and 

determine which data must be inserted into cells, also called activity 

analysis. 
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 In data display, that the place of the data has organization was 

explored and described in detail description in order to be easier to draw 

the conclution and also the reader would know more something in the way 

it. It also aimed to sort the data into group or category. In this case, the 

researcher made the organization by showing the data in the table to put 

each categorization of speech style utilized by Joe Biden‟s speech in 

Warsaw Poland. Then,the was to made the data display into tables, some of 

the data were displayed and analyzed the detail description of data that was 

presentative of each categories. 

c. Drawing or Verification Conclusion 

The third step of the analysis is activities of withdrawal and 

verification conclusion. From the beginning of the data collection, 

qualitative researchers begin to decide whether the meaning of something, 

take note of the regularity, the patterns, the explanation, casual groove, and 

proposition. Researchers who were competent can handle these conclusions 

clearly, maintaining honesty and suspicions, but the conclusion is still far 

away, just started and the first was still vague, then increased to explicit and 

fundamental. In drawing conclusion, the data were interpreted and drawn a 

meaning from the data display. Data display and drawing conclusion were 

the steps that would answer the research problems. The data was analyzed to 

answer three question of formulaton of problem, there were the kind of Joe 

Biden‟s speech style, dominantly speech syle that used by Joe Biden and 

how Joe Biden used the speech style in Warsaw Poland. 
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CHAPTER IV 

 

DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

A. Data 

The data of speech style were from one speech delivered by Joe Biden. 

There were speech about crisis of Ukraine . The step of collecting data in this 

research began with video on Youtube during Joe Biden‟s speech. The 

Utterances had been transcribed into written text by watching and listening the 

video recorder carefully. The data were listened repeatedly to get the maximal 

research. Then, the transcription of all the utterances were made. 

Theoretically speech style is divided into 5 style by Marthin Joos. 

Having analyzed the data was founded 55 utterances used by Joe Biden in 

Warsaw Poland, to be analyze which related to the theory. 

 

B. Data Analysis 

The data analysis was done in line with Miles and Huberman (2014), 

there are three steps of data analysis namely data reduction, data display, and 

drawing or verification conclusion. 

In data reduction, the first step of it was data selection. The data were 

obtained from all utterances that uttered by Joe Biden Speech in Warsaw 

Poland . Then the researcher tried to select the utterance unnisted speech style. 

After that, researcher focused on speech style which contained speech style 

from the data that have been selected in order to make sure that it was really 

suitable as the data. In this process, the bold-typed was used as the sign of 

utterances related to the strategies. Next, simplify the types of speech style and 
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the dominantly of speech style of Joe Biden Speech in Warsaw Poland were 

given some codes in order to make them easier to be classifiedin each 

category. The researcher placed them into table that presented in data analysis 

with each category by categorizing the utterances into type of speech style and 

dominantly of speech style. Then the researcher made the data analysis 

describing in tabulation. The step became the information or unification of 

important ideas from the researcher in answering two research problem that 

are the types of speech style and the dominantly of speech style that used. The 

last step of it was maked in tables. 

In data display, that the place of the data has organization was explored 

and described in detail description in order to be easier to draw the 

conclution and also the reader would know more something in the way it. It 

also aimed to sort the data into group or category. In this case, the researcher 

made the organization by showing the data in the table to put each 

categorization of speech style utilized by Joe Biden‟s speech in Warsaw 

Poland. Then,the was to made the data display into tables, some of the data 

were displayed and analyzed the detail description of data that was 

presentative of each categories. 

In drawing conclusion, the data were interpreted and drawn a meaning 

from the data display. Data display and drawing conclusion were the steps that 

would answer the research problems. The data was analyzed to answer three 

question of formulaton of problem, there were the kind of Joe Biden‟s speech 

style, dominantly speech syle that used by Joe Biden and how Joe Biden used 
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the speech style in Warsaw Poland. 

1. Kinds of Speech Style Used by Joe Biden 

       There were several speech style by expert 1972 Martin Joos has 

found five style of speech style. Theoretically, speech style divided into 

five style by Martin Joos. Having analyzed the data founded there were 

five concept kinds of speech style used by Joe Biden, namely, frozen 

style, formal style, consultative style and Casual style in speech Joe Biden 

which there were divided into same each on Joe Biden‟s speech. 

a. Concept of  Frozen Style 

Usually frozen style was used in respectful situation or formal 

caremony. It was also called oratorical style which characterized 

carefuly, has fixed form, and has symbolic or historical nature. In this 

study there were 6   frozen style that used by Joe Biden‟s speech , such 

as : 

1) Thank you very much it's a great honor to be here . mr president 

they tell  me you're over there somewhere there you are thank you 

mr president . 

The example (1) showed when Joe Biden using frozen style in his 

speech of Crisis Ukraine. In formal situation Biden get frozen style 

to give speech in front of Poland Citizens. It looked in the formal 

word of Joe Biden use, and onether example, suc as: 

2) a brighter future rooted in democracy and principle hope/   light of 

decency and dignity of freedom and possibilities for god/ sake this 
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man cannot remain power god bless you all/ may god defend our 

freedom and may god protect our troops .  

The example (2) showed when Joe Biden used frozen style in his 

speech of Crisis Ukraine. In formal situation Biden get frozen style 

to give speech in front of Poland Citizens he talking about hopeles 

for Got . It looked in the formal word of Joe Biden use.    

b. Formal Style 

Theoretically, formal style used in formal events, talk about 

serious problem like in the formal speeches and official meeting. The 

characteristics of formal language were its careful and standard speech, 

low tempo speech, technical vocabulary, complex and divergence 

grammatical structure, use of full name address, avoidance of main 

word repetition and its use of synonyms. In this study there were 25 

formal style that used by Joe Biden‟s speech, such as : 

(3) Then a year later the solidarity movement took hold in 

poland /well i know he couldn't be here tonight we're all grateful in 

America and around the world for liquelensa/ the kremlin wants to 

portray nato enlargement as an imperial project aimed at destabilizing/ 

Rrussia nothing is further from the truth nato is a defensive alliance it 

has never sought the demise of Russia. 

The example (3) above, showed that Joe Biden gave 

information to listener in formal situation it was on Warsaw Poland , 

where he was talking about serious problem with complex structure. 
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More example of this style, such as; 

 (4)The rule of law fair free elections the freedom to speak to 

write and to assemble/ The freedom to worship as one chooses 

freedom of the press these principles are essential in a free society/ 

They have always they have always been under siege they've always 

been in battleevery generation has had to defeat democracy's moral/ 

foes that's the way the world for the world is imperfect as we know 

where the appetites and ambitions of a few forever seek to dominate 

the lives and liberty of many. 

This was another example (4) of formal style that used by Joe 

Biden. In this example there look if Joe Biden more relax to 

speechand also Joe Biden does not used the perfect structure but in this 

uttererance also in the formal situation that was in Warsaw Poland. 

The simplykind of this style was formal style use in formal situation 

only with standart structure or the speaker more relax to speech in this 

speech style. 

c. Casual Style 

Theoretically, casual style is style used among friends or family 

when a formal situation. It also use colloquial words (informal words, 

and usually apply in daily conversation). In this style people often use 

slang language where the sentences tend to be shortened and the 

disappearing word. In this concept there were 10 casual style used by 

Joe Bidens, Speech, such as : 
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(5) Putin has the gall to say he did not define ukraine it's a lie it's 

just cynical he knows that and it's also obscene president/ my own 

country a former president named Abraham Lincoln/ what's going to 

happen to me/ i see them again without their husbands. 

Example (5) above, Joe Biden showed their way in maintaining 

relationship to listener. This way can make listener be more enjoy in 

communication and no gap between listener and Joe Biden. Another 

example of it, such as : 

Example (6) of Joe Biden gave explanation if it in formal 

situation speaker can using casual speech to get relationship like with a 

friend to be more enjoy. More example of casual style. 

d. Consultative Style 

Theoretically, consultative style is that shown our norm for 

coming to term with strangers who speak our language but whose 

personal stock of information may be different. The characteristics 

of formal language were its careful and standard speech, low 

tempo speech, technical vocabulary, complex and divergence 

grammatical structure, use of full name address, avoidance of main 

word repetition and its use of synonyms. In this concept, there were 18 

consultative used by Joe Biden,s Speech, such as : 

(7) we are we are gathered here at the royal castle in this city 

that holds a sacred place in the history of not only of europe but 

humankind's/ we are we are gathered here at the royal castle in this city 
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that holds a sacred place in the history of not only of europe but 

humankind's/ people of ukraine is a message i deliver today to 

ukraine's. 

The example (7) above, Joe Biden used consultative style to 

show relationship communication between listener and himself but still 

stay in formal area. It drawn by choosing word like reapeating the 

words that mean of use the consultative style. Another example of used 

consultative syle by Joe Biden, such as 

(8) in this hour let the words of pope john paul born as brightly 

today never ever give up hope never doubt never tire never become 

discouraged be not afraid/ the american people will stand with you and 

the brave citizens of ukraine who want peace/ 

Example (8) more clear looking of Joe Biden if he used 

consultative speech in this utterance. When the speaker was speech in 

some groupdiscussion and also use the sentence tend be shorter in 

spontaneous time, it means if the speaker was using the consultative 

speech. 

 

2. The Most Dominantly Speech Style Used by Joe Biden 

Having analyzed the data, the researcher determine the most 

dominant speech style used by Joe Biden‟s speech in Warsaw Poland . To 

make it clear, it can be seen in table below: 
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Table 4.1 

The Kind of Speech Style Used by Joe Biden’s Speech on Crisis Ukraine 

from Warsaw Poland 

 

 

         From Table 4.1 it can be found that there were 6 (11%) for 

frozen style, 25 (45,4%) for formal style and 10 (18,20%) for casual style, 

14 (24,4%) consultative style. It can be concluded that frmal style 

dominantly was used by Joe Biden‟s speech of speech style. For make it 

clear, it can be drawn in chart below: 

The Kinds of Speech Style 

 
 

3. The Way of Joe Biden Used Speech Style 

In this study drawn the speech style that used by Joe Biden when he 

5% 

23% 

9% 

13% 

50% 

Amount 

1 Frozen 2 Formal 3 Casual 4 Consultative 4 Total

No The Kinds of Speech Style Amount Persentage 

1 Frozen 6 11% 

2 Formal 25 45,4% 

3 Casual 10 18,20% 

4 Consultative 14 24,4% 

 Total 55 100% 
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got  about Crisis Ukraine in Warsaw Poland in ABC Youtube Channel. 

From this speech style, researcher gains the using of speech style it can 

be specified by the place, condition and who as a listener we have. Like 

in Joe Biden‟s speech in Warsaw Poland . Joe Biden used more formal 

style. That means of using speech style by Joe Biden can be looked at the 

place, situations and who as a listener when the speaker speech, whether 

official or casual, public or secret, who listens to us when we talk, whether 

it be our friends, parents or people we do not know. 

 

 

C. Research finding 

After analyzing  the data obtained in this study, it can be argued some 

of the findings as follows: 

1. There were five concepts of speech style used by Joe Biden on Crisist 

Ukraine in Warsaw Poland, namely: frozen style, formal style, consultative 

style and casual 1. style. When he used each of it on some situation, like 

frozen style used by Joe Biden if he talking serious problem in formal 

situation that also used the good structure of sentences. Formal style was 

used by Biden on formal or informal situation whitout the good structure 

of sentences. Consultative style used by Biden in more relax situation to 

make a good relationship with listener. and the last was casual style, 

thecasual style used by Joe Biden if he feel talking with a friend, that also 

meaning of make a good relationship with listener. 
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2. There were 55 speech by Joe Biden on Crisist Ukraine in Warsaw Poland, 

that divided into 6 (11%) for frozen style , 25 (45,4%) for formal style, 

14 (25,4%) for Consultative style, 10 (18,20%) for casual style. It can be 

concluded that Formal style dominantly was used by Joe Biden on Crisist 

Ukrain From Warsaw Poland. 

3. Joe Biden used speech style by looking the place, condition and who as 

listener where he speech. 

 

D. Discussion 

Based on the analysis of data above were some analyzed of the speech 

style used by Joe Biden on Crisist Ukraine in Warsaw Poland . Theoretically 

any five styles by Martin Joos where Joe Biden in this study showed any four 

styles used by Joe Biden in his speech. The dominant of Joe Biden‟s  speech 

was formal style on Crisis Ukraine in Warsaw Poland. In his speech showed 

if Joe Biden dominantly formal style, it because the situation he get. In his 

speech front of citizent that means of formal situation. 

Another research said, the purpose of broadcasters used variations in 

style broadcasting was to maintain their relationship between them in 

communication. Based on Alinda (2017) was showed if the speaker used 

variation of speech style to get relationship for them, so that the information 

education and news based on mission and broadcasting vission delivered 

fluently. In broadcaster part dominantly used casual style in communication to 

the listener who likes to keep the relationship between them and there is no 
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gap between the broadcaster and the listener. From the situation as a speaker 

must clearly to using what the speech style must to use by looking on 

situation. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS & SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusions 

 

Based on the research findings , it was obtained some conclusions as 

follows : 

1. There were five concepts of speech style used by Joe Biden‟s speech on 

The Ukraine Crisis from Warsaw Poland, namely frozen style, formal 

style, casual style and consultative style. Joe Biden uses the speech style 

to maintaine relationship among the citizen of Poland. Joe Biden took 

aboutcrisis in Ukraine because the effect of war from Russia to Ukraine, 

Joe Biden represent American citizen here with you. 

2. There were 55 speech styles used by Joe Biden‟s speech that devided 

into 6 (11%) for frozen style , 25 (45,4%) for formal style, 14 (25,4%) 

for Consultative style, 10 (18,20%) for casual style. It can be conclude 

that formal style dominantly was used by Joe Biden. 

B. Suggestions 

 

There were some constructive point can be suggested as the following: 

1. The readers, especially for the students‟ UMSU, the results of the study 

can be purposed to introduce them which refered to speech style and it 

was realization in social life especially when reader get position as 

speaker in formal situation like speech in front of people. 

2. Listeners, can help them to introduce that their style in language show 

their characteristic and can enrich knowledge about speech style.  
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APPENDIX 1 

 

 

SCRIP OF JOE BIDEN SPEECH 

 

special report 

 

good afternoon i'm jonathan carl we're ,coming on the 

air at this hour because president biden is in warsaw 

just begins with white house is calling a major address 

on the crisis in ukraine 

president biden (come up on stage) 

 

(1) thank you very much it's a great honor to be here . mr president they tell me 

you're over there somewhere there you are thank you mr president . 

(2) be not afraid , these are the first words at the first public address of the first 

polish pope after his election on october 1978 there were the words would 

come to define pope john paul secound i words that would change the world . 

(3) john paul brought the message here to warsaw and his first trip back home as 

pope in june of 1979. it was a message about the power the power of faith the 

power resilience the power of the people. 

(4) in the face of a cruel and brutal system of government it was a message that 

helped end the silver repression in the central land in eastern europe 30 years 

ago. 

(5) it was a message that will overcome the cruelty and brutality of this unjust 

war when pope john paul brought that message in 1979 the soviet union ruled 

with an iron fist behind an iron curtain. 

(6) then a year later the solidarity movement took hold in poland well i know he 

couldn't be here tonight we're all grateful in america and around the world for 

liquelensa. 

(7) reminds me of that phrase of philosopher kierkegaard faith sees best in the 

dark they were dark moments. 

 



 

 

 

(8) ten years later the soviet union collapsed and poland and central and eastern 

europe would soon be free nothing about that battle for freedom was simple 

or easy it was a long painful slog fought over not days and months but years 

and decades but we emerged anew in the great battle for freedom a battle 

between democracy and autocracy between liberty and repression between a 

rules-based order and one governed by brute force 

(9) in this battle we need to be clear-eyed this battle will not be won in days or 

months either we need to steal ourselves with a long fight ahead mr president 

mr prime minister mr mayor members of the parliament distinguished 

guests and the people of poland and i suspect some people of ukraine that 

are here. 

(10) we are we are gathered here at the royal castle in this city that holds a sacred 

place in the history of not only of europe but humankind's unending search 

for freedom for generations warsaw has stood where liberty has been 

challenged and liberty has prevailed in fact it was here in warsaw when a 

young refugee who fled her home country from czechoslovakia was under 

soviet domination came back to speak and stand in solidarity with 

dissonance her name was madeleine colbert albright. 

(11) she became one of the most ardent supporters of democracy in the world she 

was a friend with whom i served america's first woman secretary of state she 

passed away three days ago. 

(12) she fought her whole life for central democratic principles and now in the 

perennial struggle for democracy and freedom ukraine and his people are in 

the front lines fighting to save their nation and their brave resistance is part 

of a larger fight for an essential democratic principles that unite all free 

people 

(13) the rule of law fair free elections the freedom to speak to write and to 

assemble the freedom to worship as one chooses freedom of the press these 

principles are essential in a free society. 

(14) but they have always they have always been under siege they've always been 

in battleevery generation has had to defeat democracy's moral foes that's the 



 

 

 

way the world for the world is imperfect as we know where the appetites 

and ambitions of a few forever seek to dominate the lives and liberty of many 

(15) my message to the people of ukraine is a message i deliver today to ukraine's 

foreign minister and defense minister who i believe are here tonight we 

stand with you. 

(16) terry today's fighting key to and car key of the latest battle in a long struggle 

hungary 1956 poland 1956 and then again 1981 czechoslovakia in 1968 

soviet tanks crushed democratic uprisings but the resistance continued until 

finally in 1989 the berlin wall and all the walls of soviet domination they 

fell, they fell and the people prevailed 

(17) [Applause]06: 41 

(18)  

(19) but the battle for democracy could not conclude and did not conclude with 

the end of the cold war over the last 30 years the forces of autocracy have 

revived all across the globe its hallmarks are familiar ones contempt for the 

rule of law contempt for democratic freedom contempt for the truth itself. 

(20) today russia has strangled democracy has sought to do so elsewhere not only 

in his homeland under false claims of ethnic solidarity has invalidated 

neighboring nations my own country a former president named abraham 

lincoln voiced the opposing spirit to save our union in the midst of the civil 

war he said let us have faith that right makes might right makes might today 

let us have that faith again. 

(21) my own country a former president named abraham lincoln voiced the 

opposing spirit to save our union in the midst of the civil war he said let us 

have faith that right makes might right makes might today let us have that 

faith again. 

(22) let us resolve to put the strength of democracies into action to thwart the 

denials of the designs of autocracy let us remember that the test of this 

moment is the test of all time 

(23) the kremlin wants to portray nato enlargement as an imperial project aimed 

at destabilizing russia nothing is further from the truth nato is a defensive 



 

 

 

alliance it has never sought the demise of russia 

(24) in the lead-up to the current crisis the united states and nato worked for 

months to engage russia to avert war i remember that person talked to him 

many times on the phone time and again we offer real diplomacy and 

concrete proposals to strengthen european security enhance transparency 

build confidence on all sides 

(25) but putin and russia meant each of the proposals with disinterested in any 

negotiation with lies and ultimatums russia was bent on violence from the 

start i know not all of you believed me and us when we kept saying they are 

going to cross the border they are going to attack 

(26) repeatedly he asserted we had no interest in war guaranteed he would not 

move repeatedly   saying he would not invade ukraine repeatedly saying 

russian troops along the border were there for training all 180. 000 of them 

there's simply no justification or provocation for russia's choice of war 

(27) it's an example one of the oldest human impulses using bruce force and 

disinformation to satisfy a craving for absolute power and control it's 

nothing less than a direct challenge to the rule-based international order 

established since the end of world war ii and it threatens to return to decades 

of war that ravaged europe before the international rule-based order was put 

in place we can not go back to that we cannot the gravity of the threat is why 

the response of the west has been so swift and so powerful and so unified 

unprecedented and overwhelming swift and punishing costs are the only 

things going to get russia to change its course within days of his invasion 

(28) the west has moved jointly with sanctions to damage russia's economy 

russia's central bank is now blocked from global financial system denying 

kremlin's access to the war fund it's stashed around the globe we've aimed at 

the heart of russia's economy by stopping the imports of russian energy to 

the united states to date the united states has sanctioned 140 russian 

oligarchs and their family members seizing their ill-begotten gangs their 

yachts their luxury apartments their mansions we've sanctioned more than 

400 russian government officials including key architects of this war these 



 

 

 

officials and oligarchs have reaped enormous benefit from the corruption 

connected to the kremlin and now they have to share in the pain the private 

sector is acting as well 

(29) over 400 private multinational companies have pulled out of doing business 

in russia left russia completely from oil companies to mcdonald's as a 

resultof these unprecedented sanctions the ruble almost is immediately 

reduced to rubble the russian economy that's true by the way takes about 200 

rubles equal one dollar the economy is on track to be cut in half in the 

coming years it was ranked russian economy was ranked the 11th biggest 

economy in the world before this evasion invasion it will soon not even rank 

among the top 20 in the world 

(30) taking together these economic sanctions a new kind of economic strike with 

the power to inflict damage that rivals military might these international 

sanctions are sapping russian strength its ability to replenish its military and 

its ability its ability to project power and as putin is vladimir putin who is to 

blame period at the same time alongside these economic sanctions the 

western world has come together to provide for the people of ukraine with 

incredible levels of military economic humanitarian assistance in the years 

before the invasion we america had sent over 650 million dollars before they 

crossed the border and weapons of ukraine including anti-air and anti-armor 

equipment 

(31) since invasion america has committed another 1.35 billion dollars in 

weapons and ammunition and thanks to the courage and bravery of the 

ukrainian people the equipment we've sent and our colleagues have sent 

have been used to devastating effect to defend ukrainian land and airspace 

(32) our allies and partners have stepped up as well but as i've made clear 

american forces are in europe not in europe to engage in conflict with 

russian forces american forces are here to defend nato allies yesterday i met 

with the troops that are serving alongside our polish allies to bolster nato's 

frontline defenses the reason we want to make clear is their movement on 

ukraine don't even think about moving on one single inch of nato territory 



 

 

 

(33) we have sacred obligation we have a sacred obligation under article 5 to 

defend each and every inch of nato territory for the full force of our 

collective power and earlier today i visit your national stadium where 

thousands of ukrainian refugees are now trying to answer the toughest 

questions a human can ask 

(34) my god what's going to happen to me what's going to happen to my family i 

saw tears in many of the mother's eyes as i embrace them they're young 

children they're young children not sure whether to smile or cry 

(35) one little girl said mr president she spoke a little english if my brother and 

my daddy are they going to be okay will i see them again without their 

husbands their fathers many cases of brothers and sisters who stayed back to 

fight for their country 

(36) i didn't have to speak the language or understand the language to feel the 

emotion in their eyes the way they grip my hand little kids hung onto my leg 

praying for the desperate hope that all this is temporary apprehension that 

they may be perhaps forever away from their homes almost a debilitating 

sadness that this is happening all over again 

(37) but it was also struck by the generosity of the people of warsaw for that 

matter all the polish people for the depths of their compassion their 

willingness to reach out opening their hearts say to the mayor and apparently 

over in their hearts and their homes simply to help 

(38) i also want to thank my friend the great american chef jose andres and his 

team their health feeling though feeding those who are yearning to be free 

but helping these refugees is not something poland or any other nation 

should carry alone 

(39) 16;37 all the world democracies have a responsibility to help all of them and 

the people of ukraine can count on the united states to meet its responsibility 

i've announced two days ago we will welcome a hundred thousand ukrainian 

refugees we already have eight thousand a week coming to the united states 

of other nation nationalities 

(40) we'll provide nearly 300 million dollars humanitarian assistance providing 



 

 

 

tens of thousands of tons of food water medicine and other basic supplies in 

brussels i announced the united states prepared to provide more than one 

billion dollars in additional humanitarian aid 

(41) the world food program told us despite significant obstacles at least some 

relief is getting to major cities in ukraine but not metropole no excuse me 

not mariopol because russian forces are blocking relief supplies but will not 

cease our efforts get humanitarian relief wherever it is needed in ukraine and 

for the people who've made it out of ukraine notwithstanding the brutality of 

vladimir putin let there be no doubt that this war has already been a strategic 

failure for russia already 

(42) having lost children myself i know that's no solace to the people of lost 

family but he putin thought ukrainians would roll over and not fight not 

much of a student of history instead russian forces have met their match with 

brave and stiff ukrainian resistance 

(43) rather than breaking ukrainian resolve russia's brutal tactics have 

strengthened the resolve rather t han driving nato apart the west is now 

stronger and more united than it has ever been russia wanted less of a nato 

presence on his border but now he has a stronger presence a larger presence 

with over a hundred thousand american troops here along with all the other 

members of nato in fact russia has managed to cause something i'm sure he 

never intended the democracies of the world are revitalized with purpose 

and unity found in months that we've once taken years to accomplish 

(44) it's not only russia's actions in ukraine that are reminding us of democracy's 

blessing it's our own country his own country the kremlin is jailing 

protesters 200.000 people have allegedly already left there's a brain drain 

leaving russia shutting down independent news state media is all propaganda 

blocking the image of civilian targets mass graves starvation tactics of the 

russian forces in ukraine 

(45) is any wonder as i said that 20. 000 russians have already left their country 

in one month a remarkable brain dane 

(46) in such a short period of time which brings me to my message to the russian 



 

 

 

people i've worked with russian leaders for decades i sat across a negotiating 

table going all the way back to sylvia premier lexico segan to talk arms 

control at the height of the cold war i've always spoken directly and honestly 

to you the russian people let me say this if you're able to listen you the 

russian people are not our enemy 

(47) i refuse to believe that you welcome the killing of innocent children and 

grandparents or that you accept hospitals schools maternity wards and for 

god's sake being pummeled with russian missiles and bombs or cities being 

surrounded so that civilians cannot flee supplies cut off and attempting to 

starve ukrainians into submissions 

(48) millions of families are being driven from their homes including half of all 

ukraine's children these are not the actions of a great nation of all people you 

the russian people as well as all people across europe still have the memory 

of being in a similar situation in the late 30s and 40s situation world war ii 

still fresh in the minds of many grandparents in the region whatever your 

generation experienced whether it experienced a siege of leningrad or heard 

about it from your parents and grandparents train stations overflowing with 

terrified families fleeing their homes nights sheltering in basements and 

cellars mourning sitting through the rubble in your homes these are not 

memories of the past not anymore because exactly what the russian army is 

doing in ukraine right now. 

(49) march 26 2022. just days before we're at the 21st you were a 21st century 

nation with hopes and dreams that people all over the world have for 

themselves and their family now vladimir putin's aggression have cut you 

the russian people off from the rest of the world and it's taking russia back to 

the 19th century this is not who you are this is not the future reserve you 

deserve for your families and your children i'm telling you the truth this war 

is not worthy of you the russian people 

(50) putin can and must end this war the american people will stand with you and 

the brave citizens of ukraine who want peace my message to the rest of 

europethis new battle for freedom has already made a few things crystal 



 

 

 

clear first europe must end its dependence on russian fossil fuels and we the 

united states will help 

(51) that's why just yesterday in brussels and i announced the plan with the 

president european commission to get europe through the immediate energy 

crisis over the long term as a matter of economic security and national 

security for the survivability of the planet we all need to move as quickly as 

possible to clean renewable energy and we'll work together to help get that 

done 

(52) so that the days of any nation being subject to the whims of a tyrant for its 

energy needs are over they must end they must end and second we have to 

fight the corruption coming from the kremlin to give the russian people a 

fair chance and finally most urgently we maintain absolute unity we must 

among the world's democracies it's not enough to speak with rhetorical 

flourish of ennobling words of democracy of freedom equality and liberty all 

of us including here in poland must do the hard work of democracy each and 

every day of my country as well that's why 

(53) that's why i came to europe again this week with a clear and determined 

message for nato for the g7 for the european union for all freedom-loving 

nations we must commit now to be in this fight for the long haul we must 

remain unified today and tomorrow and the day after and for the years and 

decades to come it will not be easy there will be cost but it's a price we have 

to pay because the darkness that drives autocracy is ultimately no match for 

the flame of liberty that lights the souls of free people everywhere time and 

again history shows that it's from the darkest moments that the greatest 

progress follows and history shows 

(54) this is the task of our time the task of this generation let's remember the 

hammer blow that brought down the boiling wall the might that lifted the 

iron curtain were not the words of a single leader it was the people of europe 

who for decades fought to free themselves their sheer bravery opened the 

border between austria and hungary for the pan-european picnic they joined 

hands for the baltic way they stood for solidarity here in poland and together 



 

 

 

it was an unmistakable and undeniable force of the people that the soviet 

union could not withstand and we're seeing it once again today with a brave 

human ukrainian people showing that their power of many is greater than the 

will of any one dictator. 

(55) so in this hour let the words of pope john paul born as brightly today never 

ever give up hope never doubt never tire never become discouraged be not 

afraid 

(56) a dictator bent on rebuilding an empire will never erase the people's love for 

liberty brutality will never grind down their will to be free ukraine will never 

be a victory for russia for free people refused to live in a world of 

hopelessness and darkness we will have a different future a brighter future 

rooted in democracy and principle hope and light of decency and dignity of 

freedom and possibilities for god's sake this man cannot remain power god 

bless you all and may god defend our freedom and may god protect our 

troops . 

(57) thank you 
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thank you very much it's a great honor to be 

here . mr president they tell me you're over 
there somewhere 
there you are thank you mr president 

 

  

    

be not afraid , these are the first words at the 

first public address of the first polish pope 

after his election on october 1978 there were 

the words would come to define pope john 

paul secound i words that 
would change the world . 

  

  

   

john paul brought the message here to 
warsaw and his first trip back home as pope 

in june of 1979. it was a 

message about the power the power of faith 

the power resilience the power of the people. 

  

 

  

   

in the face of a cruel and brutal system of 
government it was a message that helped end 

the silver repression 
in the central land in eastern europe 30 years 
ago. 

   

  

  

it was a message that will overcome the 

cruelty and brutality of this unjust war when 

pope john paul brought that message in 

1979 the soviet union ruled 
with an iron fist behind an iron curtain. 

   

 

  

  

then a year later the solidarity movement 

took hold in poland well i know he couldn't 

be here tonight we're all grateful in america 

and around the world for 
liquelensa. 

  

 

  

   

reminds me of that phrase of philosopher 
kierkegaard faith sees best in the dark they 
were dark moments. 

   

  

  

ten years later the soviet union collapsed and 

poland and central and eastern europe would 

soon be free nothing about that battle for 

freedom was simple or easy it was a long 

painful slog fought over not days and months 

but years and decades but we emerged anew 

in the great battle for freedom a battle 

between democracy and autocracy between 

liberty and repression between a rules-

   

 

 

 

  

  



 

 

 

we are we are gathered here at the royal 

castle in this 

city that holds a sacred place in the history 

of not only of europe but humankind's 

unending search for 

   

  

  

freedom for generations warsaw has stood 

where liberty has been challenged and 

liberty has prevailed in fact it was here in 

warsaw when a young refugee who fled her 

home country from czechoslovakia was 

under soviet domination came back to speak 

and stand in solidarity with dissonance her 

name was madeleine 
colbert albright. 

     

she became one of the most ardent 

supporters of democracy in the world she 

was a friend with whom i served america's 

first woman secretary of state she 
passed away three days ago. 

  

 

  

   

she fought her whole life for central 

democratic principles and now in the 

perennial struggle for democracy and 

freedom ukraine and his people are in the 

front lines fighting to save their nation and 

their brave resistance is part of a larger fight 

for an essential democratic principles that 

unite all free people 

    

 

 

  

 

based order and one 
governed by brute force 

in this battle we need to be clear-eyed this 

battle will not be won in days or months 

either we need to steal ourselves with a long 

fight ahead mr president mr prime minister 

mr mayor members of the parliament 

distinguished guests and the people of 

poland and I 
suspect some people of ukraine that are here. 

  

 

 

  

   



 

 

 

the rule of law fair free elections the freedom 

to speak to write and to assemble the 
freedom to worship as 

one chooses freedom of the press these 

principles are essential in a free society. 

  

 

  

   

but they have always they have always been 

under siege they've always been in 

battleevery generation has had to defeat 

democracy's moral foes that's the way the 

world for the world is imperfect as we know 

where the appetites and ambitions of a few 

forever seek to dominate the lives and liberty 

of many. 

   

 

 

  

  

my message to the people of ukraine is a 

message i deliver today to ukraine's foreign 

minister and defense minister who i believe 

are here tonight we stand with 
you. 

  

 

  

   

terry today's fighting key to and car key of 

the latest battle in a long struggle hungary 

1956 poland 1956 and then again 1981 

czechoslovakia in 1968 soviet tanks crushed 

democratic uprisings but the resistance 

continued until finally in 1989 the berlin wall 

and all the walls of soviet domination they 

fell, they fell and 
the people prevailed. 

 

 

 

  

    

but the battle for democracy could not 

conclude and did not conclude with the end 

of the cold war over the last 30 years the 

forces of autocracy have revived all across 

the globe its hallmarks are familiar ones 

contempt for the rule of law contempt for 

democratic 

  

 

  

   

freedom contempt for the truth itself.      

today russia has strangled democracy has 
sought to do so elsewhere not only in his 
homeland under false claims of ethnic 
solidarity has invalidated neighboring 
nations Putin has the gall to say he did 
not define 

    

 

  

 



 

 

 

ukraine it's a lie it's just cynical he knows 

that and it's also obscene president zielinski 

was democratically elected he's jewish his 

father's family was wiped out in the nazi 

holocaust and putin has the audacity like all 

our autocrats before him to believe that 

might will 
make right. 

     

my own country a former president named 

abraham lincoln voiced the opposing spirit to 

save our union in the midst of the civil war 

he said let us have faith that 

right makes might right makes might today 

let us have that faith again. 

  

 

  

   

let us resolve to put the strength of 

democracies into action to thwart the denials 
of the designs of autocracy let us remember 
that the test of this moment is the test 
of all time. 

  

 

  

   

the kremlin wants to portray nato 

enlargement as an imperial project aimed at 

destabilizing russia nothing is further from 

the truth nato is a defensive alliance it 
has never sought the demise of russia. 

  

 

  

   

in the lead-up to the current crisis the united 

states and nato worked for months to engage 

russia to avert war i remember that person 

talked to him many times on the phone time 

and again we offer real diplomacy and 

concrete proposals to strengthen european 

security enhance transparency build 

confidence on all sides. 

  

 

 

  

   

but putin and russia meant each of the 

proposals with disinterested in any 

negotiation with lies and ultimatums russia 

was bent on violence from the start i know 

not all of you believed me and us when we 

kept 

saying they are going to cross the border 

they are going to attack 

    

 

 

  

 

repeatedly he asserted we had no interest in 

war guaranteed he would not move 

repeatedly saying he would not invade 

ukraine repeatedly saying russian troops 

along the border were there for training all 

180. 000 of them there's simply no 

justification or 
provocation for russia's choice of war. 

    

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

it's an example one of the oldest human 

impulses using bruce force and 

disinformation to satisfy a craving for 

absolute power and control it's nothing less 

than a direct challenge to the rule-based 

international order established since the end 

of world war ii and it threatens to return to 

decades of war that ravaged europe before 

the international rule-based order was put in 

place we can not go back to that we cannot 

the gravity of the threat is why the response 

of the west has been so swift and so powerful 

and so unified unprecedented and 

overwhelming swift and punishing costs are 

the only things going to get russia to change 
its course within days of his invasion. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

the west has moved jointly with sanctions to 

damage russia's economy russia's central 

bank is now blocked from global financial 

system denying kremlin's access to the war 

fund it's stashed around the globe we've 

aimed at the heart of russia's economy by 

stopping the imports of russian energy to the 

united states to date the united states has 

sanctioned 140 russian oligarchs and their 

family members seizing their ill-begotten 

gangs their yachts their luxury apartments 

their mansions we've sanctioned more than 

400 russian government officials including 

key architects of this war these officials and 

oligarchs have reaped enormous benefit 

from the corruption connected to the 

kremlin and now they have to share in the 

pain the private sector is acting as well. 

     

over 400 private multinational companies 

have pulled out of doing business in russia 

left russia completely from oil companies to 

mcdonald's as a resultof these unprecedented 

sanctions the ruble almost is immediately 

reduced to rubble the russian economy that's 

true by the way takes about 200 rubles equal 

one dollar the economy is on track to be cut 

in half in the coming years it was ranked 

russian economy was ranked the 11th biggest 

economy in the world before this evasion 

invasion it will soon not even rank among 
the top 20 in the world. 
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taking together these economic sanctions a 

new kind of economic strike with the power 

to inflict damage that rivals military might 

these international sanctions are sapping 

russian strength its ability to replenish its 

military and its ability its ability to project 

power and as putin is vladimir putin who is to 

blame period at the same time alongside these 

economic sanctions the western world has 

come together to provide for the people of 

ukraine with incredible levels of military 

economic humanitarian assistance in the years 

before the invasion we america had sent over 

650 million dollars before they crossed the 

border and weapons of 
ukraine including anti-air and anti-armor 
equipment. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

since invasion america has committed another 

1.35 billion dollars in weapons and 

ammunition and thanks to the courage and 

bravery of the ukrainian people the equipment 

we've sent and our colleagues have sent have 

been used to devastating effect to defend 
ukrainian land and airspace 

  

 

 

  

   

our allies and partners have stepped up as 

well but as i've made clear american forces 

are in europe not in europe to engage in 

conflict with russian forces 

american forces are here to defend nato allies 

yesterday i met with the troops that are 

serving 

   

 

  

  

alongside our polish allies to bolster nato's 

frontline defenses the reason we want to 

make clear is their 

movement on ukraine don't even think about 

moving on one single inch of nato territory 

     

we have sacred obligation we have a sacred 

obligation under article 5 to defend each and 

every inch of nato territory for the full force 

of our collective power and earlier today i 

visit your national stadium where thousands 

of ukrainian refugees are now trying to 
answer the toughest questions a human can ask 

  

 

 

  

   



 

 

 

my god what's going to happen to me what's 

going to happen to my family i saw tears in 

many of the mother's eyes as i embrace them 

they're young children they're young 

children not sure whether to 
smile or cry 

 

 

  

      

one little girl said mr president she spoke a 

little english if my brother and my daddy are 

they going to be okay will i see them again 

without their husbands their fathers many 

cases of brothers and sisters who 
stayed back to fight for their country 

    

 

  

   

i didn't have to speak the language or 

understand the language to feel the emotion in 

their eyes the way they grip my hand little kids 

hung onto my leg praying for the desperate 

hope that all this is temporary apprehension 

that they may be perhaps forever away from 

their homes almost a debilitating sadness 

that 
this is happening all over again. 

    

 

 

  

  

but it was also struck by the generosity of the 

people of warsaw for that matter all the polish 

people for the depths of their compassion 

their willingness to reach out opening their 

hearts say to the mayor and apparently over in 

their hearts and their homes simply 
to help 

  

 

 

  

    

i also want to thank my friend the great 

american chef jose andres and his team their 

health feeling though feeding those who are 

yearning to be free but helping these refugees 

is not something poland or any other 
nation should carry alone 

  

 

  

    

all the world democracies have a 

responsibility to help all of them and the 

people of ukraine can count on the united 

states to meet its responsibility i've announced 

two days ago we will welcome a hundred 

thousand ukrainian refugees we already have 

eight thousand a 

week coming to the united states of other 

nation nationalities 

   

 

 

  

   



 

 

 

we'll provide nearly 300 million dollars 

humanitarian assistance providing tens of 

thousands of tons of food water medicine and 

other basic supplies in brussels i announced 

the united states prepared to provide more 
than one billion dollars in additional 
humanitarian aid 

   

 

  

  

the world food program told us despite 

significant obstacles at least some relief is 

getting to major cities in ukraine but not 

metropole no excuse me not mariopol because 

russian forces are blocking relief supplies but 

will not cease our efforts get humanitarian 

relief wherever it is needed in ukraine and for 

the people who've made it out of ukraine 

notwithstanding the brutality of vladimir 

putin let 

there be no doubt that this war has already 

been a strategic failure for russia already 

     

having lost children myself i know that's no 

solace to the people of lost family but he 

putin thought ukrainians would roll over and 

not fight not much of a student of history 

instead russian forces have met their 
match with brave and stiff ukrainian resistance 

    

 

  

 

rather than breaking ukrainian resolve russia's 

brutal tactics have strengthened the resolve 

rather t han driving nato apart the west is now 

stronger and more united than it has ever been 

russia wanted less of a nato presence on his 

border but now he has a stronger presence a 

larger presence with over a hundred thousand 

american troops here along with all the other 

members of nato in fact russia has managed to 

cause something i'm sure he never intended 

the democracies of the world are revitalized 

with purpose and unity found in months that 

we've once taken years to 
accomplish 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

it's not only russia's actions in ukraine that are 

reminding us of democracy's blessing it's our 

own country his own country the kremlin is 

jailing protesters 200.000 people have 

allegedly already left there's a brain drain 

leaving russia shutting down independent 

news state media is all propaganda 

blocking the image of civilian targets mass 

graves starvation tactics of the russian forces 

   

 

 

 

  

  



 

 

 

in ukraine 

is any wonder as i said that 20. 000 russians 
have already left their country in one month 
a remarkable 
brain dane 

   

  

  

in such a short period of time which brings 

me to my message to the russian people i've 

worked with russian leaders for decades i sat 

across a negotiating table going all the way 

back to sylvia premier lexico segan to talk 

arms control at the height of the cold war i've 

always spoken directly and honestly to you 

the russian 

people let me say this if you're able to listen 

you the russian people are not our enemy 

  

 

 

 

  

   

i refuse to believe that you welcome the 

killing of innocent children and grandparents 

or that you accept hospitals schools maternity 

wards and for god's sake 
being pummeled with russian missiles and 
bombs or 

  

 

  

   

cities being surrounded so that civilians 
cannot flee 

supplies cut off and attempting to starve 

ukrainians into submissions 

     



 

 

 

millions of families are being driven from 

their homes including half of all ukraine's 

children these are not the actions of a great 

nation of all people you the russian people as 

well as all people across europe still have the 

memory of being in a similar situation in the 

late 30s and 40s situation world war ii still 

fresh in the minds of many grandparents in 

the region whatever your generation 

experienced whether it experienced a siege of 

leningrad or heard about it from your parents 

and grandparents train stations overflowing 

with terrified families fleeing their homes 

nights sheltering in basements and cellars 

mourning sitting through the rubble in your 

homes these are not memories of the past not 

anymore because exactly what  the russian 
army is doing in ukraine right now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

march 26 2022. just days before we're at the 

21st you were a 21st century nation with 

hopes and dreams that people all over the 

world have for themselves and their family 

now vladimir putin's aggression have cut you 

the russian people off from the rest of the 

world and it's taking russia back to the 19th 

century this is not who you are this is not the 

future reserve you deserve for your families 

and your children i'm telling you the truth 

this war is not worthy of you the 
Russian people. 

   

 

 

 

 

  

  

putin can and must end this war the american 

people will stand with you and the brave 

citizens of ukraine who want peace my 

message to the rest of europethis new battle 

for freedom has already made a few things 

crystal clear first europe must end its 

dependence on russian fossil fuels and we the 

united states will help. 

  

 

 

  

   

that's why just yesterday in brussels and i 

announced the plan with the president 

european commission to get europe through 

the immediate energy crisis over the long 

term as a matter of economic security and 

national security for the survivability of the 

planet we all need to move as quickly as 

possible to clean 

renewable energy and we'll work together to 

help get that done. 

   

 

 

 

  

  



 

 

 

so that the days of any nation being subject to 

the whims of a tyrant for its energy needs are 

over they must end they must end and second 

we have to fight the corruption coming from 

the kremlin to give the russian people a fair 

chance and finally most urgently we maintain 

absolute unity we must among the world's 

democracies it's not enough to speak with 
rhetorical flourish of ennobling words of 
democracy 

  

 

 

 

  

   

of freedom equality and liberty all of us 
including here in poland must do the hard 
work of democracy 

     



 

 

 

eachand every day of my country as well 
that's why 

     

that's why i came to europe again this week 

with a clear and determined message for 

nato for the g7 for the european union for 

all freedom-loving nations we must 

commit now to be in this fight for the long 

haul we must remain unified today and 

tomorrow and the day after and for the 

years and decades to come it will not be 

easy there will be cost but it's a price we 

have to pay because the darkness that 

drives autocracy is ultimately no match for 

the flame of liberty that lights the souls of 

free people everywhere time and again 

history shows that it's from the darkest 

moments that 
the greatest progress follows and history 
shows 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

this is the task of our time the task of this 

generation let's remember the hammer 

blow that brought down the boiling wall 

the might that lifted the iron curtain were 

not the words of a single leader it was the 

people of europe who for decades fought to 

free themselves their sheer bravery opened 

the border between austria and hungary for 

the pan-european picnic they joined hands 

for the baltic way they stood for solidarity 

here in poland and together it was an 

unmistakable and undeniable force of the 

people that the soviet union could not 

withstand and we're seeing it once again 

today with a brave human ukrainian people 

showing that their power of many is greater 

than the will of any 
one dictator 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

so in this hour let the words of pope john 

paul born as brightly today never ever give 

up hope never doubt never tire never 

become discouraged be not afraid 

   

  

  



 

 

 

 

  

a dictator bent on rebuilding an empire will 

never erase the people's love for liberty 

brutality will never grind down their will to 

be free ukraine will never be a victory for 

russia for free people refused to live in a 

world of hopelessness and darkness we will 

have a different future a brighter future 

rooted in democracy and principle hope and 

light of decency and dignity of freedom and 

possibilities for god's sake this man cannot 

remain power god bless you all and may god 

defend our freedom and may god protect our 

troops . 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

thank you for your patience thank you       



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 
 


